
Improving or just Proving? 

Value For Time: Real Kaizen and Quality 
Improvement for Further Education.

By some Lean Educators.....



How we got here (together)?
Value For Time - VFT 

• 2010 - John Darlington and Ed, Lean at leading 
Yorkshire College

• 2011 – Joined forces with Andrew and Chris 
Thomson

• VFT – Value For Time thinking advanced through 
research, collaboration and intervention. Tim 
joins us
– Lean, kaizen, Systems Thinking, PDCA....

• 2016 – Multi-facetted group including ex-HMI 
members



Agenda
• Context and Problem

• Purpose: How kaizen, lean and systems thinking 
can be pro-actively used to help
– What is Value Added (VA) in a college?

– How do staff currently use their time?

– Inspection; proving or improving
• Is it working? Is quality improving?

• It can stifle continuous improvement: 
– Attitude to inspection

– Myth busting

– A way forward – Value For Time (VFT) journey

• Conclusions



Context and Problem

Context
• Tightened resources
• Focus of the FE Commissioner 
• Pressures to improve quality
Problem
Many colleges are struggling to achieve improvement with declining 
resources. This is accentuated for colleges that are responding to area-based 
reviews or seeking to avoid a ‘requires improvement’ inspection. Many 
college quality systems often provide substantial data but less knowledge of 
what needs to improve and how to do so rapidly. Importantly, the fear of 
inspection can slow positive change by diverting resources and focus towards 
“proving” and away from “improving”.

Stephen Covey the American educator, author and businessman – argued 
that time is an under-acknowledged resource and that our two greatest gifts 
are time and our ability to choose how we use it.



Lean VA and NVA

Hair and Beauty

A Level Law

Exams: we followed representative student pathways through the academic 
year



Non-Value Added (NVA) at three 
levels.

NVA at the planning level

NVA following the flow and 
documentation for an exam 

“project” or type

NVA doing the actual job; 
keystrokes, lists, mouse 

clicks!

High level planning/resource map; Academic year

System/project map; ERU YPG 6m+

An example process map



Developing Lean in Secondary Education
Sarah Williams - Head of Student Services, Christleton High School
University of Buckingham MCIPS student

“We are starting to have more open conversations about what our students need and 

on how we can deliver more value to them, even though agreeing on what value is can 

often be a struggle. We still debate sometimes: for instance, we all agree that a lesson 

is a clear example of value, but what about planning a lesson? Is it value adding or is 

it necessary but not value adding?”

“In the end we came to agree that the direct interaction with the child is what 

constitutes value, and we are going to keep digging to expose all the waste that might 

lie in those processes – including the lessons. After all, there is nothing you can’t 

kaizen!”

“Staff mentality has changed, for sure, and their acceptance of the fact that being busy 

is no longer enough to know you are doing good work. Now they are aware that there 

is no point in being busy on a piece of work that is actually wasteful.”

What is Value Added?



What is Value Added?

Tasks and activities that:

• Contribute to the core purpose of the college

• Enhance and progress the student’s learning 
journey

• Increase data…accuracy, accessibility, usability

• Generate future value for the college and the 
community



What do staff do with their time now?

– Teaching

– Marking

– Planning

– Meeting

– Communicating

– Form filling

– Gathering evidence

– Managing

– Training

– Coaching

– Improving

– Marketing

– Examining

– Accounting

– Reporting

– Emailing

• How many hours are spent on;



Paid Time or All Hours 

AdminPlanned Teacher time

Planned Teaching time

Actual Teaching time

Planned Non-Teacher Time

Governing, Planning, Improving

Effective Teaching

Proving & Firefighting

Quality Losses

Using familiar lean models to describe 
what we found..... VFT OE



Using familiar lean models to describe 
what we found..... 

Continuous
Improvement

Innovation

Standardisation

Nemoto or Kaizen Flag

Senior Managers

Middle Managers

Delivery staff



Quality, Compliance and 

Administration

Teaching & Learning 

Strategy & Innovation

Proportion of time spent by staff 

Senior Managers

Middle Managers

Delivery staff

Using familiar lean models to describe 
what we found..... 



Quality, Compliance and

Administration

Teaching & Learning 

Reducing the administrative burden on all staff 

Senior Managers

Middle Managers

Delivery staff

Strategy & Innovation

Teaching & Learning 

Using familiar lean models to describe 
what we found..... 



Modified to reflect the academic year

Aug
Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan
Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

July

•Final SAR
•QIP’s
•Observations & Learning Walks
•Performance Management

•External validation of SAR
•Learner Voice - Induction
•Courses in ICU
•Performance Management

•Autumn Quality Summit
•QIP Update
•Learner Voice - T, L & A

•Draft SAR

•Course Review 1
•External Validation of 
Observations
•Learner Voice

•Centre Quality Reviews 
Edexcel and City & Guilds
•Learning walks•Learner Voice – Student 

Conference
•Courses in ICU

•Spring Quality Summit
•QIP Update
•Course Review 2
•Curriculum Planning & Review

•Learner Voice – Surveys finish
•Learning Walks

•Employer Survey
•Learner Voice - Progression
•HE Self Evaluation (SED)

•Summer Quality Summit
•QIP Update
•Final Course Review

•Summer Quality Summit
•QIP Update
•Final Course Review

Teaching 
&

Learning

After Walsall Quality Cycle



What do we spend time on?

Teaching & 
Learning

Administrating

Governing

Planning

Proving

Improving

Innovating



INSPECTION; PROVING OR IMPROVING?

Is quality improving? 

Does it add value?

Is it positive or negative?



Is quality improving in the sector?

• Quality improvement systems introduced around 1997 encouraged by FEFC.  
• Much hard work to generate Self-assessment reports (SAR) and quality 
improvement plans (QIP) of considerable size. 
• Increasing production of data; lesson observation grades, learner 
questionnaire responses, attendance and punctuality rates, success rates and 
a variety of other data. 

An example SAR from a college we worked with....
• culminates in 1000 actions on 372 pages
• uses standard evidence gathering well.....
• ...but the evidence:

- is too much
- centre-directed
- leads to an ‘all ill’ approach

• compliance v. continuous improvement

It becomes an unwieldy, administrative elephant.



Is quality improving in the sector?

Questionable improvement
• In the Eastern region, since Autumn 2012, 5 colleges improved 
by one grade; 9 stayed the same; 6 declined by one grade; 4 
declined by two grades.  
• The current position is that of the 27 colleges inspected, 14 
require improvement, and 12 are good (3 of which were 
previously outstanding: 5 had required improvement).

Why are these quality improvement systems not 
delivering more positive results?   



Attitude to inspection
Proving or improving?

• A fresh pair of eyes, free consultancy or a burden 
and cost?

• It depends on your attitude and mindset.

• Positive and improving mindset
– The inspection team are there to ensure that students 

get the best education, which is also a college’s 
mission. All heading in the same direction.

• Negative and proving mindset
– If a college fear inspection they will add cost and 

spend many hours ‘proving’.



‘Proving’ costs money, consumes time 
and frustrates staff

Regulation: the five wastes
Regulation in the UK public sector involves five types of waste:
1. The costs of people spending time writing specifications
2. The costs of inspection
3. The costs of preparing for inspection
4. The costs of the specifications being wrong
5. The costs of demoralisation
[from Seddon, J 2008 ‘Systems Thinking in the Public Sector: the failure of the reform 
regime and a manifesto for a better way’, Triarchy Press, Chapter 15]

• You just cannot prepare and achieve ‘outstanding’ in 
the run-up to an anticipated inspection.
• The blossom on the tree isn’t there because it’s stuck 
on, it’s because the roots of the tree are healthy.



The academic year doesn’t help...
Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

July

Value 
Added

it compartmentalises improvement into a section of 
the year 



Positive Improvement Mindset
Myth Busting – Lesson Observation (LATO)

• No longer an Ofsted requirement to grade lessons
Do you;
• Continue to grade lessons?
• Grade aspects of lessons, such as learning, progress, behaviour, 

assessment
• Use learning walks to grade aspects of lessons
• Use data about learners’ progress (compared to target grades) to 

assess TLA
• Use destinations/progression data to assess TLA
• Use learners’ feedback to assess TLA

Needs a change of thinking.......an improvement 
system and confidence



VFT (kaizen) in Action: Local Continuous LATO

Example from a college

Possible

A new system: local, continuous, just in time feedback.

LATO 2 DAY 
INTENSIVE 
TWICE A 

YEAR

SOME 
FEEDBACK, 

FORMS 
COLECTED

DATA 
CENTRALLY 
ANAYSED

EVENTUAL 
ACTION 
VIA CPD

AGRREGATI
ON OF 

FINDINGS

TNA: 48 
AREAS TO 

TRAIN

TGP: OVER 
60 AREAS 
IDENTIFIED

INDIVIDUAL 
LATO

INDIVIDUAL 
ACTION 
RESEARCH 
PLAN 

MANAGER 
SUPORTS 
AND LEARNS

PROGRESS 
MONITORED 
Via VLE

TNA AND 
CAPACITY TO 
IMPROVE 



VFT – A WAY FORWARD



VFT – Real kaizen in a Human System

The approach we have developed recognises 
that;

• The way to build an ‘outstanding’ college is to 
build a system that recognises the intrinsic 
motivation of the people within it.

• The fundamental moral purpose of helping to 
improve students’ lives is what motivates all 
good teachers.

That way engagement is natural and nurtured.



1 2 3

1

2

3

Quality of Leadership

Quality of Leadership

Anger

Concern

STAFF Resentment

The Leadership Challenge
How do staff feel?

Even a small positive improvement in leadership behaviour may 
effect a large shift in attitude. 



How should staff spend their time?
Administrating

Governing

Planning

Proving

Improving

Innovating

Value 
Added
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Colleges are a human system.......

Chris Thomson, 
SFCA Summer Conference, June 2016
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Move more into the top right......

Chris Thomson, 
SFCA Summer Conference, June 2016



      Leading your  
               staff 
      A        B 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             C 

               

 

           Managing your 
           business  
    
                  lines A, B, C: rates of organisational progress 

People
Process

The Leadership Challenge – People and Process

Lines A, B, C: rates of 
organisational 
progress



Value For Time: Logic Chain 
People and Process

Effective, 
viable 

College

Increased 
settlement

Improved 
Success 
Rates

Improved 
Teaching 
quality

Reduce 
waste in QA 
& QI System

Increase 
T&L CPD

Increased 
T&L 

capacity

Reduce 
waste in 
business 

processes 
(to invest in 

T&L)

Reduce 
admin  

burden for 
T&L staff

• Eliminate SAR effect
• Effective Surveys

• Effective team 
structures for coaching
• Developmental 
observation process
• Intranet and web use

• Intelligent register 
process
• Automated repeat 
processes

• Workflow rather 
than paper
• Direct debit rather 
than cash



Continuous local kaizen improvements
Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

July

Value 
Added

Not just 
sweeping, 

centralised, all-ill, 
system changes 

but many 
improvements 
using data to 

focus on students 
and staff 

individual needs



Student is 
asked closed 
questions in 
survey

Quality 
manager co-
ordinates and 
sees issues

Learning 
managers 
digest reports

Teachers 
consider 
meaning and 
action

Something 
may change 
for student

Computer 
chews the 
data

Students feed 
back after 
sessions

Managers 
monitor what is 
being learned 
and share it

Teachers 
respond and 
readjust

Students feed 
back after 
sessions, etc.

Before

After

A new system: local, continuous, just in time feedback.

VFT – Example Quality Survey



Positive Outcomes - Real process improvements 

VANVA

VACAPACITY

• 100% improvement for (end-to-end) recruitment and induction process
• Employer engagement unit managing double the contracts with same staff 
• Savings of £15k on bank staff in one department alone
• Savings identified of £330,000 across 16-18 provision
• Halved the admission processes used in Apprenticeship delivery
• Engaged teams using 'standard work' processes consistently
• Measurable risk register improvements on Annual Operation Statement



Our conclusions so far......

1) Understanding true value-added is fundamental. In the case of a 
principal, the moral imperative is to do the best possible job for every 
single student in their care. 
2) When the inspection team arrives in a college that is genuinely 
driven by that purpose, it finds data being used to effect improvement; 
a culture focused on enabling learners to succeed; change 
programmes that are deep, shared and transformational; and 
leadership that is distributed and full of initiative throughout the 
organisation. 
3) Drawing on the fundamental moral purpose of helping to improve 
students’ lives has the huge advantage of tapping into what motivates 
all good teachers.
4) As Sarah Williams has discovered, when staff realise that just being 
“busy” isn’t just what is required they enthusiastically participate and 
feel empowered.



And a final conclusion......

The education sector needs proactive improvement 
and positive change. Kaizen, lean and systems 
thinking fit well and support an “outstanding” rating

but,

are the sector’s leaders ready to become real

Lean Educators?

To be continued...............


